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SEMANTIC STUDY OF THE INDO-IRANIAN
NASAL VERBS.
PART III.

T. Miscellaneous.l
T. a. To hurl, shake, quake.
53) draunati' hurls': no n-forms and no cognates of obviously
related meaning.
I would define drunactiby some word like 'iaculatur', e. g.
YK1rTf,

(I) 's t a k e s, props';

(2) 'throws

a stake', cf. Eng.

brandishes 'shakes a brand', and ,3aXXE' strikes, hurls (at)'
(see P.). Even more precise is Eng. throws: Gr. reTpeL'pierces',
Lat. terit. A base DRE(W)- 'caedere' (cf. DER- in no. I) would

be warranted by Skr. drdvinam 'property' (see P.), by dravyam
'4vov, s c h e it'; and by drdvati' runs' (see R).
54) dhuna'ti/dhunoti 'shakes': n-flexion in 6Vv,E, vvwf'darts,
dashes' (see R.).
Base DHE(Y)-(?),
fomes 'kindling'
Oveia' mortar'

DHO(W)-/DHE(W):

Skr. dhnurdti'kindles'
favilla 'cinders'
'
OVEarqCpestle'

fumus' smoke'
fovet 'warms' (but see no. 117) 2
Ova' subat' 3

t These verbs are not classified with vigorous exclusion.
55, might well be put under K.
2 Cf. the gloss fomito

i

rerela

Thus nos. 53, 54,

'.

3

Primary meaning in this group is 'caedere'. With this sex-verb cf. Lat.
fuluit, with f- from dh- (but see 41 fn.). The sexual use of the terms ' mortar'
and 'pestle' is commented on for Italian by Boccaccio, Decam., Conclusione,
and is found in the stories at 7. 2; see permolere in Hor. S. I. 2. 35.
(from DHU-S-TIS?) 'club' belong here or to 41 fn.?
25

fustis

Does
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fovea 'pit'
Skr. dhfrdr' stream'
dhSraka ' vulva' (no. 5I)

Forms from DHE(Y)- are rare but
0 C (stem 6l-v-)
Skr. dha-nf-s
Lat. fi-ni-s ' sandy s h o r e, litus, boundary' (see no.

2)

may belong here (cf. Skr. veld 'finis, rivus, litus' in no. 36);
DHE(Y)- appears in an extended form in no. i I, fn.

55) kqubhnati/kqubhndli'quakes, trembles': no n-forms.
The primitive sense is more nearly approached by 0. B.
skubq 'vello', O. E. scufan 'schieben, stossen'. The meaning
'quakes' is but an intransitive to 'shakes' (no. 53), and both
meanings are combined in Lat. vibrat, a denominative to a stem
attested by Skr. vddhar 'weapon', with the vocalism of vidhyati
'pierces' (see no. 36).
T. ,8. (=

G.).

To nod, sink, bend.

We saw in G. above that Eng. 'nods' derives from 'shakes,
beats, pushes'. Prellwitz (s. v. KXiao80
'twig') writes a base
he
defines
which
by 'schlagen, brechen, biegen',
KELO-/KLAa base KALA-/KLO- 'biegen, flechten'.
and s. v. K\Xw0O,

Uhlen-

beck, s. v. rugnzds,writes two bases LEUG-,the one meaning
'biegen', the other 'brechen', but he suggests their ultimate
identity. In the technical language of the game of cricket
'to break' is 'to curve' a ball. A 'broken' landscape is one
'deflected'.
"marked by elevations and depressions", cf. KEKXaoaEvos
belongs with Lat. pldga 'blow' (cf.
and it would seem that Lat. flectit
with
OXdia('zer)st6sst, verwundet' suptwists'
'bends,
belongs
So

irXadyros 'bent, sloping'
'abrupt, steep'),
daro r o o

posing it to have been assimilated in flexion to plectit 'plaits,
twists', (cf. plectitur 'is beaten', whose derivation from trMKr/rs
'schliger'

seems most improbable, even though 7rX\Krpov'quill,

pick', a technical word, was brought over in Latin as filctrum).

In view of (bXdit 'OXaet',flectit may be more specifically con'curved
nected with floccus2 'lock of wool, Kovpa', 4)drXKqs
'
rToov
w
b
o
a
'bow', cognate
oXKdo
legged', (cf.
beam,
pv',

with Skr. taksati 'cuts, hews', no. 85),falc-s 'secula'.

But see Studies, p. I9I.
flces' faex vini' (Caecilius, ap. Non. 114, 15), with a primitive sense,
I take it, of 'broken up, c aries' (no. 7).
2 Cf.
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In English, bends is a specialized sense of binds, 0. E. bendan
meaning specifically 'to string a bow, b i n d a string to it'; and,
if Skr. bandhurds 'inclined, bent, sloping' be correctly written
with b- and not v- (the latter in the smaller Petersburg lexicon),
this specialization may have been proethnic.
Other ways in which the notion of 'bending, leaning, sloping'
may have originated are not lacking. In English, 'sloping' and
'slanting' have both developed, it would seem, from the notion
' slippery'; 'tapering' from the shape of a wax candle or of its
flame; and dips 'slopes' goes back to the notion of 'deep',
whose primitive sense would seem to have been 'fossa' (see
Uhlenbeck, got. Woert. s. v. diups). The English verb tilts
'slopes' derives from a noun tilt 'zelt'. In Latin fastigalus
'roof-shaped' was generalized to 'sloping', and so was turbinatus 'top-shaped '.
and in-clinat.
56) frziati 'slopes': n-flexion in KXI,e&
Base KLa(Y)-, 'to strike', cognate with the base S)KEL- 'caedere' of no. i I: cf. KXaeL'breaks'.
I am not averse to supposing
denominative origin, from a base iKLaY- 'tilt' found in KXialov
'shed', KX\TV 'cl v u s', KXwL;a 'hut'. The notion of 'sloping'

would have been suggested by the tent ever so earlyl. The
phrase 'zelt schlagen'
(cf. no. 14 fn.) is also of semantic
interest in this connection. Noting the development of the sense
' hides, covers' in nos. I8, I9, we can unite KaX-a' hut' with KXTsaov,
writing a base

KELa(Y)-,

cognate with the base KEL- found in Skr.

farandm 'hut', rfrma 'roof' (cf. Eng. 'hut': hides, see Skeat,
s. vv.).

57) hrunati ' bends': no n-flexion and not enough cognates
to throw clear light on the original meaning.
T. y. To grow old, be born.
We commonly express the effect of age in terms of the verb
'to break' and 'to bend': old age is 'frail' (:fragilis) and
' bent'. Man cometh up as a flower (cf. putris 'scion' in no. 41),
and is cut down. He fades like a flower.
58) jinati 'ages': n-form in O. E. cwinan 'schwinden'.
Lat. viescit 'withers' is also compared. If we might define
jinati by 'breaks' (intrans.) it will be a special sense of no. 9;
cf. Lat. marcet 'droops, languishes' (no. 5).
Written previous to the appearance of Meringer 1. c. p. 120 " *kli 'lehnen'
... von einem speziellen 'lehnen', vom zusammenlehnen von stangen, um ein
zelt zu bauen".
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'ylyvovra,'.

Only in Avestan does the root GEN- exhibit n-flexion. This
may be a mere innovation, modelled on forms of the homophonous
root GEN- 'to learn', or a survival from the proethnic period.
The root GEN 'gets (= begets), is born' was doubtless of early
establishment in the proethnic period, too early to allow of any
certain inductions as to its original meaning. When we separate
from it the stem Gw(E)NA 'woman' we blink, in my opinion,
rather than solve a difficulty. Uhlenbeck (ai. Woert. s. v.jdnati)
proposes to unite the two roots GEN-, deriving from a primitive
meaning "vermogen, im stande sein." This vague definition
I too would unite these roots' (see no.
is far from satisfying.
a
but
with
sexual
63)
meaning, noting the " euphemistic " sexual
use of yLyvA-rKo and Lat. nosco.

In view of the common

occur-

rence of the reduced grade -GN-, it is always possible that this
root started as GHEN- or GwHEN- (cf. GW(E)NA 'woman'), identical
and
with GWHEN- 'caedit,
molat' [cf. pvXi-oaTrov 'mill-ground',

Great morphonote the sexual use of caedit, (per-)molit].
logical difficulties are presented by Av. zdndite and Skr. jyate
'yLyverai',

and I am disposed

to set up a base G(H)E(Y)-N-

'cae-

dere', cf. O. E. cinan 'to burst, bud', cinu 'riss'; cid, 0. H. G.
This brings us to a development of
-kidi 'sch6ssling, spross'.
If in GE-N- n is a
above (no. 4I).
meaning already discussed
the root GHE-D- (Skeat s. v. get writes GWHED)
'determinative',
'gets' may also belong with GHE(Y)-, the sense being explained

as in P. above. Then Eng. gets 'gignit,
mate cognate of gignit.
T. a.

procreat' is an ulti-

To stick, tarry.

60) Av. mionditi 'weilt, tarries'. This Avestan form has developed from the bases discussed in nos. 12, 30, 46. For the
meaning cf. Goth. beidan (no. 14), and Germ. bleibt (no. I66).
T. E. (=

E).

To sing.

make a noiseThe development of the notion 'to sing',-to
from words meaning 'to strike' may be seen in locutions like
'to clap,
riva ' pla n g e r e aliquem', plaudere
KdoTrrea(rfal-rv7TrrE-a
and
forth
means
'to
'to
strike'
sounds',
schlagen
cheer';
give
is defined by 'to sing, warble'; Italian stampiia was a song
accompanying the " patting " that marked time for the dancers,
'
Eng. kin 'genus, cognati': kith cognoti',
sisters'.
'
and
brothers
TE
re
yvorai
yvCroi
1 Cf.

but = kindred, like Homeric
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but has come to mean'song' in general (cf. Zambaldi,Vocabolario
Etymologico, I027 E, and Korting, 1. c., 7744). The base
s)No(w)- /(?) s)NE(Y)- has the sense of 'sing', developed on the

same lines, perhaps (see E above).
6I) grnati ' sings': no n-forms.
In the absence of other n-forms, it is not clear but gr.za'ti
'sings' has been modelled in its flexion on the homophonous
grnati ' swallows' (see no. 43), though the two roots (GAR- and
GWER-) may both be translated (nearly) in terms of 'schlagen',
die v6gel (2) der fresser schl I g t sich den
(I) es schlagen
leib voll. But neither of these roots makes strongly the impression of belonging to the technical roots, but rather of being
onomatopoetic, whether by direct or by symbolic1 imitation.
T. C. To think, to learn.
Verbs of mental perception are easily derived from verbs
meaning 'to split, pierce', as our association groups for the
words 'penetration, insight, perspicacity' clearly attest. The
perception may be even physical, i. e. sight. A curious illustration
is afforded by our word keen, which now means 'sharp, cutting'
but, so far as its history is recorded, this is a throwback from the
sense 'knowing'. Luther used be s c h e i d enheit as a translation
of yvca-rs, and scheiden (: scindit) means 'to distinguish', cf.
cernit: krniati (no. ii), scit 'knows': O. Ir. scian 'knife'
(Wharton, Etyma Latina); voos 'mind', voei 'perceives', Goth.
snzt/rs 'wise' (see B. y.) belong to sN6(w)-

'to cut'.

'Thoughts'

and 'notions', as well as emotions s t r ik e us (see S). Further
verbs that admit of this explanation of their meaning are sentit
'perceives': sentis 'thorn', aKe7rT-rTa 'peers, searches, examines':
TKeirrapvov
' axe'; re-perio 'I find out, learn': 7reipeL' pierces'.
Here, perhaps, .avO,iveimeets its explanation, if it started with

the sense 'to search for, grope for, seek to learn' (cf. no. 30,
and Ital. frucare, Fr. fouiller in no. 51); and so, perhaps,
7rvvO'vera- = 'seeks

to learn

by inquiry,

pries

into',2

unless

'to

wake up', as in Skr. bddhati, was the primary sense. The root
WEID- 'to see, learn' is explicable on this line.
Sk. vgda 'oWaa'
has beside it vinddti 'finds', whose etymological meaning is
1A vocal gesture for the throat would certainly employ a guttural: the throat
being named for the gutturals, the nose from the nasals, the teeth from the
dentals, not conversely.
2 In English, 'to pry', a popular perversion of 'to prise', clearly attests the
notion of ' finding' out by 'splitting' into.
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't r i fft, an t r i fft' (see P. above), though Uhlenbeck defines
WEIDby 'sehen', cf. r) vindu- 'kennend, vertraut mit', 2)
vindu 'findend, gewinnend'.
I would derive vind- from vidh'to pierce, cut, separate', most clearly attested for the proethnic
period by vidhu-s 'solus' (no. I5), Lat. viduus, Lith. vidius
'medius, interior', 0. Ir.fid 'a dp v, a p vs ', Eng. wood.'
62) Av. mdnditi 'thinks': n-form in 0. B. mi-ne-ti 'put are',
no. 25.

The base was ME(Y)-, discussed in no. 12. With different determinatives, meditatur, /i8TraL 'plans, contrives', mdeitur 'measures, plans.' The base ME-N- was specially isolated and allocated
to the meaning 'to think.'
63) jdnati ' knows ': n-flexion in Lith. zino ti (?), Goth. kunnan.
As to the form, I explain jdnati as for GE(Y)-NE(Y)-TI,
Ist pers.
the form

GE(Y)-NO(W)-MI;

GI-NO(W)-MI

may

be inferred

from

Lith. ist. plur. zino-me, though GN-NO- is also possible. That in
jdnd-, Lith. zino- the syllables na and no correspond to vo in
yi-y- Po -o-K seems to me highly probable.
As to the meaning, a base G(H)E(Y)'caedere' was found in
no. 59. This definition is further supported by the cognates of
Lat. hi-scit 'cracks, splits, gapes' and, with "determinative" or
suffixal n, by Skr. hd-nu-s 'jaw' and its kin; cf. particularly yesvv
' blade of an axe, jaw', to which Eng. knife is ultimately related.
The jaw with the teeth was the first cutting instrument, and
Samson made use of the jawbone of an ass for bloody slaughter.
A further

extension

of G(H)E(Y)-

'caedere'

is found

in

GE-BH-

and, with "infix" nasal, GE-MBH-; see the cognates cited by
Uhlenbeck s. v. jdmbhate 'bites' and by Prellwitz, s. v. ?yoFos
'tooth, peg'. This group especially connotes opening the mouth
to eat (see Q.). See further on GHE(Y)- no. 107.
T. 7.

To buy (cf. no. 12).

64) krZna'ti 'buys': n-flexion in 0. Russ. krinuli 'emere', 0.
Ir. crenim ' emo'.
Base KwRE(Y)-: this base, barring the difference in gutturals,
may

be

an

extension

of

S)KER-

in

no.

I,

with

meaning

developed as in Eng. swaps (no. 12). Even the shift between
K and KW may be found in the case of SKER(see no. ii, p. I74,
1The special form vyadh- of the Skr. root vidh- is a compromise form,
made up of the roots vadh and vidh, see no. 36.
2 Note the semantic equation wide: wood= broad: board(see 26 fn.).
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fn.). There is no phonetic inconsistency in supposing
have

mutated

with

KWOR-. There

are too

SKER-

to

many ways of

arriving at the notion of 'buying' to insist, however, on this one
way; thus 'purchasing' is 'pursuing' (= 'acquiring, getting'
-in short, 'seizing', see P.); or it is 'taking' (cf. Lat. emit
'takes, buys', or it is 'securing' (cf. Lat. destinat); or it may
be like Germ. kaufen (denom. to Lat. caupo ' huckster'), or have
developed like Fr. acheter (from Lat. acceptare). A base
KwRE(Y)- 'caedere'

might be abstracted from irp--vos 'oak', quet-

cus' (fr. *qwri-cos), if it is right to derive apiv from DER- ' to split'.
Returning to the base KWoR-, alternating with SKER-, the
words 7ro'pPnand scortum, both =(' meretrix ', invite identification.2
from 7rEpYvt,L
Prellwitz, to be sure, derives wrpvr?
(cf. no. ioo) 'vendo',

and the notion of traffic,of sale or purchase, inheres in the modern
conception of the 'meretrix', as it probably does in the meaning
of the word " meretrix ". With SKOR- as a base we can unite
Goth. hor-s with this group (cf. Eng. w>hore, with inorganic
w). With hors, Lat. cdrus 'beloved' is connected, with a from
3, I take it, cf. Skr. carus (from KERUS). It may well be that
the primitive sense of cdrus was 'magni pretii', and if so the
bases S)KER-/KWOR-/KwRE(Y)are to be brought under a single
rubric, cf.

WEL-/WLE(Y)-

in no. 6.

Here an explanation of the English verb hires offers itself.
Skeat writes a primitive Teutonic base hur-, which would derive
from KO(W)-R-, a form possibly mutating with the base
(see no. II, p. I74, fn.).
v. (cf. also j., w., and nos. 52, I40, fn.).

SKER-

I permit myself here a brief excursus on the guttural question.
If we admit the entire validity claimed for the etymologies
generally adduced to establish proethnic K Q QW,not a few cases

remain where words of close synonymity show bases identical
save in the nature of their gutturals. Here an adjustment
becomes necessary; we may either lay most weight on the
semantic correlation and admit a proethnic shifting in the gutturals, whether of an occasional and sporadic nature, or a general
and regular interchange of the gutturals conditioned
phonetic environments, e. g., (I) KA, (2) KYE-, (3)
final adjustments whereby, after allocation to definite
meaning, k, ky or kw prevailed; or we may lay most
1 Lat. scrz-nium ' chest'=

' made of wood'

(no. 6I)?

2 Note that -v7 and -turn are both
participial suffixes.

on definite
KWO- with
shades of
weight on
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the phonetic correlations and refuse to unite under the same
rubric KYER- (= KER-, no. 7), KER- (=QER-, no. II) and KWER-

(=QWER-,no. 64), basing such refusal on the existence of bases
like S)KER- (no. II), S)TER- (no. 26) and S)PER-(no. 35), all of
which mean 'caedere, pungere'.
II. The nu- class verbs.
A large proportion of these verbs have been already discussed, without regarding the relative chronology of the na- and
no- suffixes, in the previous chapter, viz.:
65) anodti (no. 34)
66) indi ( " 44)
67) krndti (" I)
68) k4inoi("

69)
70)
71)
72)

10)

ksubhnoti(no. 55)
dhandti (" 53)
prnodti(no. 27)
pru~ndti (no. 24)

75) lundti (no. 2)
76) vr.noti(" 51)
. I)
7 urnu
Jvnoti

78)
79)
80)
8x)

sindli (no. I5)
skabhndti (no. 21)
skundi (no. 19)
slabhnoti (no. 20)

73) mindti (no. 12)

82) st.r.ndti (no. 26)

74) rinodti("

83) sprnoti ("

48)

35)

The remaining stems in -no- follow, repeating in their arrangement the classification of the previous chapter; the letters K',
L', etc. constitute, without more ado, a reference to K, L, etc.
K'

84) aksndii ' mutilates': no n-forms.
On the basis of nir-aksnoti (A. V.) 'zermalmt, jagt aus einander' Uhlenbeck derives akq- from aj- in 6jati' drives'. I divide
ak-nodi (cf. no. 2), and connect with a?dnis 'acies', cf. 6ksus
'stake', akqnaya' 'obliquely' (= 'stake-shaped', see T. and
no. 56).
85) laknoZdi'hews, fashions': no n-forms, but cf. rfxvi 'art,
skill'.
Base taks- cognate with takti 'hastens' (see R.), stakati
(Dhatupatha) 'strikes against, thrusts back'; also with tdk-man'TrKvoY

(cf.

no. 41).

86) d-tinodi'crushes' (?).-Probably a false reading, but capable of explanation from /ayis/slencis 'robber', sitydti' is stolen';
sense as in no 38.
87) dabhndti 'harms': no n-forms.
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Base DEBH:
6etet, 6difet
Lat. depsit 'kneads, tans, beats'
dabhrds ' small', cf. ksudrds (no. 12, fn. 2)'

88) Av. vznaoili 'schlachtet'.

See no. 36.

See the base STER- in no. 26;
for the meaning note ,rralct 'anstosst, peccat' (:7TrrTi-a-e'zer89) Av. staranaoili 'peccat'.

malmt', see no. I23).
90) sundti 'premit': no n-forms.
Base so(w)-. Generally cognate is the group in no. 15. The
notion of 'pressing' came from 'beating', cf. also sutds 'driver',
suvdti 'drives' (see R. and no. 48); with somas 'vinum' cf.
mustus' gepresstes' (no. 38). Here sau-cius 'wounded' (sow-K/
SE(Y)-K-), sR-rus

'sickle');

'stake,

branch',

sdmas 'moon'

Skr.

sanzis 'son'=ausgepresstes,

(if=

ausgeschnittenes, or=

scion (cf. surus 'branch' and see no. 41).

L /. To splice, bind, fasten.
No examples.
M '. To strike, beat, wash (by beating).
No examples.
N'.
91) minodi 'walls, builds'.
Lat. struit (no. 26).

See no. 12.

Classified here, like

92) Av. ganaoiti ' verschafft (Keller), schenkt' (Bartholomae
Hdbch.).
Cognate Avestan words: gaona- 'abundance, plenty', xra/ugut 'thought-abounding', but not gaona- 'kind, color': Skr.
guna-s 'thread, string, kind'. As to gunaoili, one may wonder
if Bartholomae's rendering by 'schenkt'
had etymological
purport. The context is as follows:
yo vispahu karsvohu mainyavo yazat6 vazaite xvarano-da;
y. v. k. m. y. v. xsaOpo-da:
aesam gfnaoiti varoraynam | yoi dim dahma vidus-asa
zaooraby6 frayazante.
'
1
-r,E/3Pet'harms' is not a cognate, but belongs rather with areu,et shakes,
harms', to which Lat. temnit might belong-(?) from *tem-b-nit, though thep in
contempsi,contemptusis no proof-and Eng. stamps, base S)TEM-B-, extended
from S)TiM- in cr6uia 'point, edge, mouth' (?=-slit), crtfitf ' 6 pv', tomentum
(' shreds), stuffing', Trivet 'cuts'.
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"Mithra the heavenly divinity comes to all regions giving
glory, . . . giving power:
Of those he spreads-abroad the victory I Who, pious and
knowing right
With oblations worship him ".
The rendering 'spreads-abroad', like 'schenkt', conveys my
sense of the etymology, viz., gr inaoiti='fundit'.
For Latin
for
the
connotation
of
Greek
(as
abundance,
x/EL)
fundit
'heap,
quantity' is clear. Note in general Lewis and Short's definitions:
B. a., 'to pour forth in abundance'; B. b., 'to bring forth, bear
or produce in abundance'; also note especial examples like
Gallorum fusa ('large, well-grown') et candida corpora (Liv.
38, 21, 9), ne (vitis) in omnes partes nimia fundatur ('spread,
grow, increase'), with which we may compare in Greek xvrov
p,vor'a luxuriant vine '. Further Greek examples: x'vr, 'quantity,
abundance' (Anthol. Pal.); xv6arv'in floods, heaps'; Aristotle's
Kevvra& ' the fish
XVroLlXOves'shoals of fishes', echoing IXOes . ..
are heaped up' (Odyssey).
But if the meaning 'abundance' is
clear, it yet remains to reconcile phonetically giunaoiti 'schenkt'
with zaoOrd 'xo4, libatio'. This is the problem of guttural
variation (GWH / GH) frequently mentioned above, and the
solution lies in establishing a base GHE(Y)- alternating with
G(W)Ho(W)-. The f- of fundit attests, I take it, GwH-, for the
current explanation of fu- from xu- is mere special pleading.
Generally speaking x might, to be sure, have been rounded
before u to f-, but was it? In Greek precisely the contrary
happened, the group GwHU- yielded 'unrounded' xv-, and not
There is no real support for the
fv-, e. g., in EXaxvs: eXafpo's.
contention that fu- in fundit is the product of Italic xu-, the
further examples adduced by Brugmann (Gr. I2 ? 605, 3) being
far from cogent.'
1These examples are: (I)fulvos, doublet of helvos, but the variation GWH-/
GH- in this group is attested in Slavic and Indo-Iranian languages (see 52,
fn. 2); (2) furca 'fork': xdpafs 'paling'. But why furca: XapaF to the exclusion of furca: papdeaae
'stakes, hedges in'? Who shall say that 'stake'
is the prior meaning of furca rather than 'fork'? That it was not the V
outline that constituted the "furcitas" of the furca, rather than the tail of a
Y outline? Starting with the V outline, adpays'cleft, chasm' is the true
etymon for furca; cf. the alternative geographical names Furculae Caudinae
and Caudinae fauces, and if fauces be correctly rendered in point of metaphor
by QapvyeS,ftrculae will be correctly rendered in point both of metaphor
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no n-forms, and no certain
93) I cindli 'heaps, gathers':
The definitions point to a semantic development as
cognates.
in strnati (no. 26). Supposing a primary sense like's t a c k s,
s t a k e s' possible cognates are
Kti ' grub'
ciet ' goads, hastens'

ct-mex 'bug'
KtveZ' drives' (see R.)

0'.

94) dunodi 'burns': n-flexion in 0. E. tynan 'to injure,
torture '
Base DA(w)-, justified by ai'e, ' burns', &ia.os ' hostile' (with
iaXeirat 'injures'
but DE(W)-L-, by ddet
DA(W)-L-, by
a=-);
The base DE(W)- is a compromise
form of DE(Y)-/
'destroys'.1
in
L.
is not the
'to
fn.
'To
burn'
split > < splice'
DO(W)-

Homeric oi;os means 'destroying, slaying',
primitive sense.
and the derivative verb 8qo00 is used characteristically with
EYXEL,XaXaK, etc., see no. 14.

Cognates not previously mentioned:
Ev-6vet, v'v-dive (i) 'pierces,

dsvarat 'can' 3
pt.

penetrates,

enters ; 2 (2) ' fastens on,

wraps on, i n du i t u r'

95) dfi-ndti' obtains':

no n-forms, but cf. dpnas 'opes'.

and etymology by fdpayyre. In passing, I note how the V shape clarifies the
definition of paciaet ' fences' [see the diagram of a Zaun (Schrag) in Meringer,
1. c. p. 121], while the same V-shaped outline suggests that some sort of
'funnel' or hollow wedge employed in stuffing materials through a small
aperture was designated by *farci-s, whence Lat. farcit 'stuffs'; or still in
terms of the V outline,farcire may have meant 'to plug, fill by plugging'.
It is possible also to define by 'to ram, tamp' (see N.).
1 Lat.

pf. delevit looks like a blend of DE(w)- + LEW- (see no. 2).

2The sense of motion which was beginning (enters=goes into) in iv.d-ve
seems attested also in the cognates of Skr. duvis (see Uhlenbeck, 1. c.). This
sense of motion (see H.) was very much alive in Gr. 6do, but the examples
clearly show that the motion was penetration.
3 The development of sense was general, perhaps, on the lines suggested in
S above (see also no. I15, below), but a somewhat definite approach seems
offered by Lat. vis ' might': i ' sinew, muscle, nerve'. We must undoubtedly
start with the concrete sense of !g, and connect waI- with the base WE(Y)' to split> <splice ' (see no. 36), cf. Skr. vayi ' withe'.
Accordingly, I suspect
that divarat 'is strong to' is also a secondary derivative to DE(Y)-/DO(W)'to split> <splice'.
Gortynian vvvarat is similarly derived from S)NE(Y)-/
'
SNO(W)- 'to split>

<splice

(see A. a).
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(: 'capit, captat', cf. E(Y)-s- in no. 45):

Skr. ipsati ' seeks to obtain, desires'
(?) i7rv6 ' oven '
obrrpa m e s s i s'

Lat. optat 'seeks'
orra ' cooks 2

A base dp- (= aP ?) appears in the words:
apio' ligo'

apiscitur ' obtains '

'vulnus recens '
(?) &are2-oc
arrtea ' gathering'

3
apex ' top'

airpi ' mordicus' (cf. L.); ' fast, tight'
Skr. apdsthds 'barb, hook'

which suggest again a sense 'to split> <splice'.
Besides $psati
there has been nothing to prove the diphthongal character of the
root. Perhaps we should put here
17res'grubs'
iTrrrat ' premit'

apis ' bee'
irog 'press, dead-fall, trap'

Further cognates:
Skr. dpsas 'c o r p us, forma'

(no. ii)

opus ' pyov'4

For the e-color of the base, barring the mutating (?) o of o7ropa,
opus, oplat, I am free to admit that there is no certain warrant,
coepi (Lucretius) being possibly from *co-eapi; but further note,
with mutating E (?) /o,
Skr. dpZs' friend'
i7rlto ' freundlich '
5
'
l
o ' f
avve6,
orsd6 'dai6o'ovOof
ivopyOf do
' pyar g
opera

Lith. opus ' mollis, fragilis '
comes, famulus'

(?) Skr. @p-rds' operosus'

1Brugmann, Kurze vgl. Gr. p. I45, anm. 4, explains zk- of Skr. zksate'sees'
from i - ofU, but this assumption is inconsistent with z in dn-ikam 'facies'
I set up a base E(Y)-KW-'caedere, videre'
(= acies), bTr-tIrevei
'ogles'.
(see T. ;):
Lat. aequos' 6oy a 6 (no. I5), level'
ai-r6 ' a6 roTO ' (T. P; 96)
bor-i'r 'ogler'
Skr dn-ikam 'face'
oc-ulus ' eye'
o0r- ' hole'
Ir. enech (Stokes, 1. c., p. 48)
, fn.)
Cv-(or) ' 7po r ot 5j (no.
Base ?(W)-Kw-: Goth. augo' eye'.
2This pair of words certainly does not, on the face, reveal a connection
with K67rrev, but if the 'butcher' and ' cook' were one [see the citations in
Leo Meyer, Woert. s. vv. aprafsoc (I. 272; cf. the gloss aprayfeiv Kara K67 rre v)
and tdyEtpoc (IV, 318)], br7Ta may be derived from *o6rrig ' butcher, cook '; cf.
6 Tgracv Ev spyaar7ppiG which, with Lith. kepu 'coquo', may be
apro-K6ororf'

cognate with K67rre' caedit'.
3 The
priests wore an apex, a tiny wool-wound rod.
4The sense of spinning found in elpa in no. 142 is attested for opus by
Plautus, Asin. 425, operas araneorum.
5 The rough breathing of Hesychian O7rero-'KcoXOV0ei
shows the influence of
7TreTat,unless

the form be from e7rerat.
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96) rdhnoti/radhna'i: 'thrives': no n-forms; base REDH-.
I take the meaning here to have derived, as in pundti (no. 41),
from a base meaning 'to break, burst forth, bloom', and this
meaning to have come from an earlier 'to split > < splice', one
of the technical verbs discussed in L. I set up the following
bases (see also no. 48):
IR- (: EYR-) :
Skr. ri.nam b rchig
e s land1
iryas 'jealous' (: pec' strife')
ap-J-tf ' cuspis'
apaplaKet
'figit' (L.)
I
I,
QR(E)DL,at. arduus ' steep, arr6r o
aR-/(?)

irivilla 'aus s c h l a g'
apic ' auger'
ip6et ' arat'
ar-ista ' spica'

aR(E)DHSkr. iradhate' optat' (no. 95)

Lat. arbor ' tree, stengel' (no. 41)

ERSkr. arus ' vulnus'
ERESkr. arani ' fire-sticks'

2

' scion'
epvof
epe-r,Tov 'ruder-s t a n g e' s

ER(E)DHbptof ' arduus'

obp6ovrat 'succeeds'

epEeiset ' irritates ' (S.)

bpoOvvet' drives'

Skr. drdhas ' half' (no. 15)

orbita ' rut' (: orbis)

EREY- (cf. RE(Y) in no. 48).
Ept-Ooc' haedus' ('p r i c k et')
Lith. eras' agnus' (with i = Z)
EpEi-Ket ' tears'

Lat. aries ' ram'
Umbr. erieu ' arietem'
ipeti-et

'props (no. 20), futuit,
st

ER-

qpt ' opOpov, at day-b re a k'

sst'

Ora' point,5 edge'

Skr. rad' awl'6
Uhlenbeck compares EptluoI' solus' (no. 15)
Cf. the illustration in Jour. Am. Or. Soc. 25.57 fn., representing a very
ancient ideograph for fire in Sumerian.
2

3 Is not epe-r7t6v a tautological compound with r7zo- from r7tvet 'cuts'?
So
apraytoS 'butcher' (no. 95) may be divided, with Benfey, into ap + ra/oc.
4
Tautological? Made up of 6po + OBvet(no. 54)

5On the relation of fipt to ora note that Opt= French a u p o in t du jour.
It is customary to set down (.a 'seam' (no. 15)= ora, which is in any case
phonetically exact, and semantically reasonable, base OsX; but on the other
hand '(a = s6wX and ora = ORAare at least equally as plausible semantically,
and phonetically as correct, for the psilosis of ga is irregular, whether from
6sA or from SOwX.

6 With R because of apic 'auger'. The I of 0. H. G. dla exhibits a parallel
base in L, perhaps (see G., above); cf. O. Pruss. ylo, Lith. yl from QYLA.
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ORD(H)-1

ordo(' cut, line), row'
orsus ' locutus'

orditur 'warps on'
opOtdlet' clamat' (cf. T. e.)

97) daghndoi 'reaches, attains, apiscitur': no n-forms, but
0. E. ge-tengan 'to fasten, join' shows an infixed nasal.
Base DEGH- 'to split > < splice':
Skr. daghndti (Lex.) ' necat, nocet'
daghndti (Lex.) ' protects'
doXLfi'span' (O.E.spannan
'to bind')
Skr. ddksas/ddksinas ' aptus'

a + 4/dagh- 'ab s c h 1a g e n,
to spurn'
6dSeral ' entertains, protects'
r d y toC' (T.1.)
doXu6C'bent,

The meaning is somewhat specialized in the following forms
(base DE(Y)G-):
Goth. tikan ' tangere'

Eng. takes ' capit' (cf. dXErat ' ac c i p i t, ex c i p i t')

digiti, daKTrvot ' fingers' (cf. Viennese

Greiferl ' manus

)2

dexter 'manus alter'

See no. Io4. In meaning this
98) Av. 7ranaoili 'secures'.
verb is akin to no. 96.
99) Av. (base) d.rghnu- ' halten'.
Base DERGH-/ DERGH-, see Uhlenbeck, ai. Woert. s. v. drhyali,
noting the infix nasal form drmhati. The primary meaning is
Cf. further 8pado(-rat 'seizes,
approached in Av. daraza- 'fessel'.
grasps'.
Ioo) a-prinoi ' is busy': NE- flexion, I take it, in 7repvr ' vendo ',
which belongs to the group discussed in no. 35 (with mercantile
sense developed as in nos. I2, 30). The sense 'is busy' is rein 7rpadrrE (see

peated

Liddell

& Scott,

s. v. II. 5-7).

This verb,

for its paleness of meaning, is comparable with famnZt (no. 40).
IOI) sadhndti ('strikes,) reaches, fixes'; no n-forms.
1It is not clear to me whether in ordo rd is from RD or from RDH. The
pairs verburt: Germ. wort, barba: Germ. bart do not prove by their -rbo/a- from
-RDHO/A-

that -RDHI-

might not have yielded

-rdi- in ordilur.

The

corre-

spondence of 6bp8to and ordoseems to me rendered highly probable by pOto t
L6Xot= recti o r d i n e s. In view of the ancient form of loom pictured in the
illustration in Schreiber's Atlas, pl. 75. t, and in Guhl & Koner5, 240, it seems
to me most likely that orditur meant 'to arrange in a perpendicular row'; but
cf. KeKpor7j/Ltvog, L. fn.
2 Cf.

French griffe ' claw', borrowed from a cognate of Germ. greift.
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/SO(W)-D(H)- (cf. no. 15) 'caedere':

Av. N/had ' necare'
Skr. sidhmdmn 'scab,
sddhds 'straight'

Lat. sub-ula ' awl'

NASAL

blotch '

Skr. sZdhati ' scares' (no. I4)
sedhd ' s t a c h e l-schwein'
Veiv 1/ ~i6vS(but see 156)

(?)suzb-ito' evOC&o'

suber ' c o r t ex'

sublica ' stake'
iO-Xoc ' n u g a e' (B. l3.)
Skr. sudayati (I) ' kills'; (2) f i x e s, arranges'

sudis ' stake'
sudum ' fair (weather'),
= fixed, settled (?)

Q'
Av. pinaoiti ' tumefacit, tumescit': no clear n-forms.
The substantive notion of 'grease, fat' seems to me to lie
behind all the cognates as, e. g. irfnov 'fat', and this idea
may have developed as in rwfi'os
(L. fn.); or a verbal idea,
like that of farcil (no. 27), was the starting point perhaps;2 or
a general notion of filling with water, as mentioned in M., and
this explanation has been already accepted by etymologists.
If either of the two first lines of development is to be followed,
the base PE(Y)-/PO(W)- 'caedere' (no. 25), is to be recognized
as the source. Whether the base PO(Y)- 'to drink' (cf. Germ.
zehren, no. i) is identical must remain doubtful, as bibit, Skr.
pibati look like onomatopoetic formations. But if Po(Y)- meant
something like 'to quaff', then the derivative po-clum 'cup' is
older in meaning than TrerwTKa'I have quaffed'. With fpoclum,
cf. Skr. pd-tram 'vessel', f7rf,a 'lid of a vessel'; the etymological
sense is best seen in Goth. fdr 's c h e i de' (cf. no. 51; B. 3.).
From the base PE(Y)- we can best explain 7ra- X v (with a = a)
and Lat. pi-n-guis, with infixed nasal.
I03) jaghndti 'eats '.
This form, if genuine (see Whitney, Roots, Verb Forms, etc.,
s. v.), might be regarded as a quasi sport ofjaksiti (: pf.jaghasa),
but I incline to think it a sort of reduplication of I/han 'to strike,
grind, kill'. For the sense 'to eat' cf. grinders = 'teeth'.
I02)

R'.
I04) rndi ' sends' (= rises, moves):

nu-form in O'psv-n.

1As for the meaning, cf. Lat. curtus 'cut off, docked': Eng. short. It required no geometer to reason that 'short' was 'straight', cf. "a short cut",
and Gr. E2aXic/2dxeta:
2iaxalvEt' caedit, fodit'.
2 Whitney
defines
/pinv by' fattens' (= farcit), and it is to this that my
classification under Q ., rather than under N ., is due.
3 Skr. jdgdhis ' eating' may attest a " root " jagh- for that language.
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The base has been discussed in nos. 48 and 96. The sense
of 'rises', as in English (so Skeat s. v.), seems to have come
from ' moves '.
'
I05) jinodi 'quickens, drives on': n-form in Lith. gyn2 lebe
auf'. The base GWE(Y)-approximates to the meaning of G6(w)-

in no. 47; cf. also no. 9.
io6) stiiinnoli 'mounts': n-flexion in 0. B. slignq 'contendo,
assequor'.
Base ST(H)E(Y)-G(H)- 'stechen'

(see no.

i

Io).

ardaXv ' spica, arista'

Croixo ' o r d o' (no. 96)
Lett. stega ' stake'

Germ. steg, steig ' s c h n e i d e' (R.)

The notion 'mounts' is secondary. The cognates show in
general the sense of 'hastens'.
107) hinoi ' drives':

no n-forms.

Base iGHE(Y)-, see no. 52.
S'.

xo8) trpnti ' is pleased': no n-forms.
Physical enjoyment from a satisfied appetite is meant, it would
seem (cf. no. I59).

Cognates:
torpet ' is stuffed full'
rpvTra'terebrat'
Lat. turpis 'fo e d u s' (no. r2)

trepidus ' KcTrXayei'f
rparel 'premit' (see Prellwitz)
O. B. trupui'venter, vulnus, truncus,
membrum'

The sense of 'stuffs' (Skr. trpydli) developed as set forth in Q.
The base TERP- in
retpEt (no. 26).

rep7rerat

is an evident extension of TER- in

T'. Miscellaneous.
T'. a.
o09) dhr-qnoi ' dares':

no n-forms.

Cognates:
Skr. da-dht.-k ' fortiter'

Oopeiv ' adoriri'

Base DHO(W)-R-:

Lat. for(c)tis, ferox

extended from DHo(W)- (no. 54):

Oovpoc' hasty'

furit' raves'

I spell with the manuscripts, but on the basis of a word which appears in
but a single book, it seems rash to derive from *sti<n>gh-noti, whence, by
loss of gh, stinnoti; see, rather, Wackernagel, ai. Gram., ? 164.
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i io) stunodli'p 1 a u d it, laudat' :1 no n-forms
Prellwitz,

s. vv. T. TarCt,

-,rvye',

rV7rT?, ,arvce?XCIo,

ca-rTv

writes a

base STEW-' verdichten, etc.' I take 'verdichten' to be secondary,
and the original meaning of STEW- to have been 'to strike' (cf.
Germ. stlsst. Beside
M., N., no. 27), as shown in Skr. tuddti, rv7rreL,
to
STEYnos.
is
I06, 127, I29, 138):
STOW-,
STE(W)-, secondary
(cf.
Lat. sti-pes 'stump': ari-iroC, arti-oo 'mass, stosz': arv-.eXi et ' stisst'
(see d.)
Skr. t/-jate 'is sharp', arcri(t'sticht'
Germ. steppt stitch', stift ' tack'
i i I)

undli 'cheers':

n-flexion modelled on no.

i

io, perhaps.

Lat. oval 'cheers' may be cognate: Base o(w)-.
T'. C.
112) cindoi 'notes, observes': no n-forms of clearly related
meaning, but see no. 164.
Base KwE(Y)- in ciyati' observes'; not different from the base
cf. cinoli 'gathers', nos. 164, I80.
Both meanings

KE(Y)-,

conform to semantic chains already discussed (N., and T. C.).
A base KwE(Y)-'to cut' can hardly be altogether unassociated
with S)K(H)EY- (I 19).

113) fTrznoi'hears': n-flexion in 0. Ir. clunim 'audio'.

Sundry cognate forms admit of approximate definition in terms
of' strike ', etc., e. g. clueo, KXEoMaLt='
ap-pell or',

KX\L0='

p 1a u do'

('I clap'), f.r.viq=' appellaris, tibi plauditur'. Generally, we
say 'a sound strikes the ear'= KTrror('schlag') oSara adXXei.
In view of auscultat (=*aus-clitat) 'bends ear', we might explain
as fr(u)- 'ear' + nodi
(:
Vei,3
114) Av.fra-paranaoiti
Base s)PER- in no. 35.

see T. 3.) 'bends'.
(= Kp, L, cernit, see no. ii).

'dooms'

T'. 0.
115) fakndti 'potest' (see no. 94): no n-forms. The suffix
-ndti is cognate with Gortyn.

uvas,uat 'a va^ai

'.

Liddell &Scott seem to be in error in citing Pind. Pyth. I1. 62, 01. 2. 162, for
Pd=RetI=' laudat'.

2The following lemma of Festus,-stipem esse nummum s i g n a t u m, etc.lets us connect stips with riTroc 'impression of a seal'; stipulatur ' bargains'
might be explained as in 12, above.
3ve6ie 'nutat' is subsequent to vevet 'inclinat' (so Liddell & Scott), as Germ.
nicken 'nutare' is a derivative of neigen ' inclinare' (see G.).
26
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The group to which fakndti belongs has a wide range of
meanings (see the Petersburg lexica s. vv. i fak-, 2 fak-,
I fikq-, 2 fikq-); the sense 'posse' was not original, I take it,
though it may have been proethnic, if Lat. nequzre, nequZnont,
nequibam, etc., be derived from ne-cquire, etc. (with -cquz-, cf.
Skr. f'cz 'might').
Base KE(Y)-Kw- 'to split > < splice':
fankius 'peg, nail'
fak-tZs' spear'
flksati ' helps' (from t h e i 1t)
fikyam 'noose'
fksati ' huldigt' ( =be s c h e rt)
fiksdyati' docet' (no. xn8)
f/ksati 'discit'

The sense ' potest' will have developed in fakndti as in Germ.
konnen: kennen (see no. 63), Ital. sapere ' intellegere, posse'; cf.
Eng. skill (= 'fdk-tis'), developed from a root meaning ' to split'
(see Skeat, 1.c., s. v.): note the passive akyate " ii b e r w u n de n
werden" (Petersburg lexicon).
16) saghndoi 'is equal to, reaches to, takes on oneself'.
Native lexica define by 'injures, kills'. This definition, compared
with 0. B. segnqti 'to stretch out the arm' (= reach), leads me
to define the Skr. base sagh- by 'to seize, grasp, grasp at, reach
to' etc. Add Skr. sdghan- 'vulture' (no. 51, fn.).
T'.

K.

117) dhinoti 'suckles, nourishes': no n-forms.
If Lat. nu-trix certainly meant a 'wet-nurse' (cf. the gloss
gerula 'nutrice quae infantes portat') its cognation with Skr.
sndiai 'drips' is very probable (cf. Pokrowskij, KZ. 35. 227),
and the suffix -noti might itself mean 'sucks'.
Base DHE(Y)-/ DHo(W)- (no. 54, fn.),
Skr. dhdyati ' sucks'
Lat.fovet' nutrit' 2
Base DHE(Y)-GH-

dhdvate 'flows'
0dcOat(Prellwitz, s. v.)

/ DHO(W)-GH- (no. II, fn.).

Skr. degdhi 'streicht'

ddgdhi 'milks'

1(?) Eng. helps, Germ. hilft from a base KELB-, cognate with Skr. kalpdyati
'vertheilt' (base KELP-), Lith. sze/pti (base KELP-); note the English use of
helps by the carver at the table.
2 The best
single definition offovet is 'nutrit'. Evenfomes (no. 54) may be
defined by nutrimenta (cf. Aen. I. 176); fomentum 'lotion' may belong under
92 as well as here.
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The meaning 'sucks' in this group may be of denominative
origin, quasi 'nipples'. This lets us ascribe to DHE(Y)'scion' (no. 41)
6dEaoc
fellat' sucks' (fr. *felnat)

06r2eZl
'blooms' 1

II8) ddfnoti 'makes offering ': n-form in eLKYvvTra
'greets'.
Base DE(Y)-K-, cognate with no. 97, which meant 'to cut,

divide, share, theilen; be scheren'.
E-&oK-a ' dedit ' (no. 14)
OKt6'66pv' (no. I)

Skr. ddfati ' bites'
dafd 'fringe' ( = getheiltes)

Skr. dafi ' uoipa'

do'Kof

Lat. dcat ' dacn6ti
decotes'togae detritae ' (?)
deivvwa' points out ' 2

decus' forma' (II)
zdcit' mit-t h e i 1 t'
doret' teaches, shows'
di-dicit' has learnt'

' 662uo' (12. fn.)

III. The infixed nasal classes.
w. (cf. j.).
It was laid down in the introduction (c.) that trng.hi' crushes'
is a blend of the roots TER- in Latin terit ' rubs', and NEGH- in
0. B. nizc 'figo'.
But not only (I) TRNEGH- but the weakenings (2) TRNGH- and (3) TRGH- are well established types. How
is TRGH- to be explained ? Not, I believe, as any sort of phonetic
reduction of TRNfiGH-/TRNG(see j. and v.), but rather as an

independent extension of TR- by a root determinative. After one
or two pairs like TR-NEGH- and TR-GH- (or TR-GH- / TR-GWH-)
came into being, the language-user roughly, and but half-consciously, got a mental picture TR-<NE>-GH-

established in his

linguistic consciousness, and subsequently flexion by infixation
was developed. In the classification that follows I generally
write

T(E)R-+NEGH-,

even where I think

T(E)R<NE>GH-

the

more likely-but a secondary-development.
K."
II9) chintti 'cuts off': n-flexion in Lat. scindit.
That is ' bursts into bloom' (see no. 41), interpreting a of Doric OaZeias a
secondary gradation. Thus 6Oivc would mean 'breasted', cf. Goth. brusts
'breast, n i p p l e': 0. E. brustian ' buds', Germ. bersten'to burst'.
2Eng. points is derived through punctum from pungit; and so DE(Y)-K'points' may have come from DbYK- ' to pierce'; cf. Skr. sacayati, denominative to szac needle (so Uhlenbeck); so Germ. deutet,if its / is of Low German
provenance, may be cognate with tundit.
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(see no. 19) + NEDH- (B. y.):
scit ' cernit' (T. C.)
ki-las 'wedge'

0. Ir. scian 'knife'
cxaet ' scratches'
(?) Skr. kz-nfiras/kz-nif?as'ploughman'
S)K(H)i(Y)-D(H)'
cKeO-p66 exact'

-aKrlofi ' unscratched'

Kaeap6c ' purus' (no. 25)

KtOdpa' fides' (no. 14)

caedit ' cuts, strikes, futuit'
Skr. s)kiddti ' stosst'

aXtet ' cleaves'
aXed7
,' board' (no. 26)
a)Kcddavvvat 'scatters'

' scatters '2
)Ki6v7Cat

(no. II)

skhddate' splits'

Skr. kadanam' caedes'
S)K(H)E(Y)-NED(H)scindit

Skr. chinditi ' splits'
' splinter'
aXtvd6aXf6O

Ki(v)dapoo

' sly'

Ki-vad-oc' fox'
K6v6dvoc ' knuckle-bone '

Skr. kandaras ' fossa '

S)KHE(Y)-NSkr. khdnati ' fodit'
SK(H)E(Y)-SKei(a)El

' splits

'

Skr. fasati ' cuts'

Skr. kasati ' cracks, opens '3

Base SK(H)OW-D(H)- (see no. I9)
Skr. khuddti ' futuit'

Celt. kou-do- ' schlagen '
Skr. cddati ' drives' (see R.)
acKVp6o ' angry', (=' cutting' )
Lat. caudex ' stump'

Kviv-daaoc ' peg'

cadit' strikes'
cado ' helmet'
khu-rds ' Xi;' (52)

To this group belong two Latin verbs of great semantic interest,
'
cedit 'yields, withdraws, leaves'

cadit falls'

The former is semantically illustrated by Dutch scheren = 'to
shear, cut; withdraw, go away'4 (Skeat, s. v. 2 sheer), with which
1 On this base see Prellwitz, s. v. axdo.
That SKH- represents the proethnic
I suspect rather some dialectic
phonetic value is not certain to my mind.
wavering comparable with the variation between schtein and stein in stage
German vs. Hanoverian.
nature of the
to the diphthongal
2 The t of Kidv/at is precious testimony
base (see no. II, p 174, fn.)
3 As to k/f in this root, note that F(k) is attested by Av. sTd-=chindtti.

4 Cf. Germ. scheidet departs, goes away, ceases'.
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we may compare the German locution reiszen aus 'fugiunt,
cedunt'; cf. also the locutions 'to break and flee', 'to cut and
In the sense of 'falls to
run', 'sich streichen'
(=cedunt).
the lot of' cedit betrays its cognation with cadif 'falls'. The
sense of 'falls' in cadit may have originated from 'fells' in caedit,
as 'falls' originated from 'is cut' in Lith. krinti2 'cado' (see no.
128). In Celtic, the base kei-do (Cymr. cwyddo) means 'cadere'.
The notion 'falls' is not far from sheds (: scheidet) and spills
(:spaltet); see no. 27.
Note for its semantic interest Germ. schienen ' cacare'.
Also of semantic interest is Skr. khadati 'zerbeisst, isst, frisst',
with sense developed as in Q. Perhaps, however, khdd- arises
from KHE(Y)-+ ED- (: Lat. edit 'eats ').
20) chrndtti ' s c r e a t': no n-forms.
Base S)KER-(D)- (II)
Skr. apaskaras
cKc6p K6pva
Lat. c(i)rea mu(s)-scerda=' excrementa certa'

kdrzsam

+ NED-(B. y.)
Eng. snites s c r e a t'

snot 'screat

u s, mucus'

I2I) trnStli 'splits, bores': n-form in Lith. trendeti 'to be
moth-eaten '.
Bases TER-(D)- (in no. 26) + NED- (B. y.).

122) t1rnedhi'splits, maims': n-forms in 0. B. lrug-nqti/
trignq/i ' to tear'.
Bases TER-(GH)- (cf. I2I) + NEGH- (B. A.).
I23) pinaiqti 'beats, crushes': n-form in Lat. pinsit 'grinds'.
Base P(T)E(Y)-S- in raiel 'strikes', 7rnrloTu'stamps' (see nos.
25, 41, I02)+NES- 'to press, squeeze' (B. E.).
I24) bhanaimi 'frango': n-form in Arm. bekanem.
Bases BHE-(G)- (from BHE(Y)- 'to strike', see nos. 14, 4I fn.,
I59) + NEG(H)- 'infigo' (B. S.).

125) bhinddmi' scindo': n-form in Lat.findit.
Bases BHE(Y)-(D)- 'to split' (cf. I24)+NED(H)-

(B. y.).

126) hindsti 'nocet': no n-forms.
The form hindsti arose analogically from hizsati, desiderative
to ^,/han 'necat', thus:
5imhsdnti
' pinsunt, nocent': pindsti ' pinsit = h[isanti 'nocent':
hindsi ' nocet' (see Am. Jr. Phil. 25, I79).
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Base GHEI(Y)- 'to split, break; crack, gap; cut off, break loose
from, leave' (nos. 52, Io7).1
Base GWHE-N-'to strike' is a development of GHE(Y)-, GWH
developing, say, in the syllable GWHON-(see v., after no. 64).

127) tundkti ' s t s s t': no n-forms.
Bases STE(Y)-/STO(W)- (no. Io) 'caedere, ferire' + NEGH/-NG- (see j., v.) 'figere'.

krnitSi 'cuts': n-flexion in Lith. krintlz 'cado' (= caeso
Uhlenbeck, ai. Woert.).
dor,
I28)

Bases SKER-(T)- 'caedere'

y, B. y.).
129) tunddti 'stisst':

+ NET- 'to split > < splice'

(A.

n-form in Lat. tundit.

Bases STE(Y)-/STO(W)- (no. 127) + NED- (no. II9).

I30) mrnijata'tergebant': no n-forms.
'mulcare, mulcere', extended from MEL-

Base MEL(G)-/MER(G)-

in Lat. molat 'grinds' (no. 5). Other extensions in mrksdti
'str ok e s, rubs', mrfdli 'tangit ', Lat. mulcal ' beats', mulcet
'strokes ';
+ Base NEGH-/-NG- 'to pierce' (see j.).
131) Av. maraneaite 'nocet'.

Like no. I30.

The second base is NEK- /NEK- (B. 3). Lat. murcus 'short'
(no. 5) is a cognate.
132) Gathic Av. morandal (with o = a) 'aufreibt'.
Like no. I30. Second base NED(H)- (B. y.). Cognate with
mordet ' bites'.
no. 48 [cf.
Base RE(Y)-/RO(W)-,
I33) lumpdti 'rum pit'.
base LE(Y)- / LO(W), no. 2] + NEP- (B. 8.).

134) vindhate 'lacks'.

Bases WE(Y)- (see no. 36) + NEDH-

For the meaning, cf. Dutch schorten (no. Ii).

(B. y.).

L "

135) undbh- 'to confine' (see no. I7).
+ NEBH-

Bases wE(Y)- 'to bind'

(A. 8.).

136) kr.nat i 'spins'. See no. 128. Bases KER-(T)- 'to split> <
splice' (see L.), extended from S)KER- ' caedere ',+ NE-T- (A. y.).

137) grnltti 'ties':

n-form in grahnatii (no. I6).

GHER-(TH)- 'to tie' + NET-.

Bases

The base GHERT(H)- in Goth.

gairda 'girth'.'
1The meaning 'leaves, abandons' is clear in Skr.jahfti jihZte. Note the
Io' obtains', which has developed on the lines of P.
contrary sense of KiXa
2Cf. also (?) KopivOtat * al redat, K6pOva' Tr KaTr' o2iyov dpayyiara (6pdyuara
a base GHER-DH-; Xopdevaat'
'sheafs, bundles', or 6pdyiyara' 6aeatm?)-from
reyeiv (?Xop6S' string, gut'), base GHER-D-.
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138) a-tanakti' congeals': n-form in 0. Ir. co-tacim 'coagulo',
For the meaning cf. IrOyvva&'fastens,
cf. Lith. tdnkus 'thick'.
solid, swollen' (KZ,a).' Uhlenfirm,
'fastened,
congeals' nr,yo's
beck writes a base TENK-, and it is not impossible but Skr.

tanak- has been fashioned to taik- as hinds- to hiizs- (no. I26).
But we may set up the bases S)TE(Y)-/ STOW- (see no. IIO) +
-NEK- (F. 3.). From S)TE(Y)-, Skr. tedani 'coagulated blood':
cf. also a-reap as explained in Prellwitz, s. v.
I39) bhiqnaj- 'to heal'.
The stems bhiadj- and bhisnaj-, taken in conjunction with Av.
bis 'healing' (in compounds), favor the division bhiq-naj-, and
Uhlenbeck regards -aj- and -naj- as suffixes. A base BHI-S-,
interpreted as 'scaring off' (think of the savage medicine man),
invites identification with bhdyaie (see no. I4), bhisayate 'scares'.
The 'suffix' aj- suggests identificationwith ajati 'drives'; cf. Lat.
formations like iurgat, purgat, and Skr. ndvadjs 'boatman':
navigat. Accordingly we might interpret bhiq-dj- as 'demondriving' (cf. O. B. bssu 'demon'); and bhiq-n-aj as from a
dissyllabic stem BHIS(E)N-+ AG-.
140) yundkti 'joins, yokes': n-form in 'y^vvu, Lat. iungit.

The base yundj- has beside it in Sanskrit a base yu- (from
YO(w)-) in ydzti 'joins', which suggests the division into yu- +
naj, the latter belonging to NEGH- 'figo' (B. 3.), mutating
with -NG-.2

Cognates of YOW-'to bind':
Lith.jdutis 'ox'
Skr. yuthdm 'herd'
Lat. jugerum 'acre'

Lat.juzmentum, 'draught-animal'
gdv-yatis' cow-enclosure, meadow'

With determinatives:
Goth.jiu-k-an ' to j o i n battle '

Skr. yuydti 'separates',

Skr. yudhyati4 'pugnat'

the precise opposite of yaiti

'unites',

suggests that the base Yo(w)- belongs with the group of wordsin
rvKv6C' close, firm': Lat. pungit 'pierces' (see Prellwitz s. vv. rrEVKe6av6(, rTVb,rirvKa).
'Cf.

2A material alteration of the phonetic environment attends the shift of
guttural. Of course, NEGH- and -iN- might have been the result of contaminations (see also j., v., and w.).
3Whether

from *jugimentum or ju-mentum

is here immaterial.

4Gr. vouivt 'in pugna' is as likely to belong with Skr. 4vadh- 'caedere,
interficere' as with yudhmds ' pugnans'.
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L., meaning 'to split > < splice'. With the meaning ' to split',
Skr. y-u-p-as 'stake'. If the meaning 'to split' has nearly died
out in this group, it is because some primitive noun like VUGOM
meaning 'split, cleft' was specialized as 'yoke', and dominated
thereafter the "root", as its meanings expanded.
However,
juvat seems to mean something like 'it tickles' (S.) or 'it helps'
(no. 25): Skr. V'yup-, (see Uhlen(no. 115); Av. yaos 'purus'
beck, s. v. yipas) 'to smooth, to plane'. If Lat. jas be correctly
defined by 'oath' (see Schrader, 1. c., p. 657), then it may
quasi ictum (cf.foedus
etymologically be 'the thing struck',
no.
and
see
ferire,
etc.,
icere,14).
The y of YO(w)- is probably for DY (i. e. DYO(W)-), connected
with DE(Y)- to ' bind' (see no. I4, and cf. Am. Jr. Phil. 25, I64
and fn.)
I4I) rundddhi 'impedit': no n-forms.
in Lat. ligat, XvyiCe
'to bind'-extended
Bases LE(Y)-/L6(W)NEDH- 'to bind' (A. y.). Or was the base
'binds' by g-+
RE(Y)-/RO(W)- 'to split > < splice' (no. 48)?
n-form in peE3a 'turns round'.
The
142) vrndkti 'twists':
bases are WER-(G) 'vergere' + NEGH- 'nectere'.
Cognate gpyov in OpyayvvaLKOv' women's spinning' (cf. no. 95);
shows the Gw attested by peF3eL.
Epyov: ep8GE/ptC;E
143) gumphdti' serit'. See Uhlenbeck, s. v.
144) drmkhati'macht fest'. See no. 99.
145) brmhati 'macht fest'. See Uhlenbeck, s. v.
146) Av. buinjainti 'flectunt'.' See cognates in Uhlenbeck,
v.
s. bhujdti. The base BHE(Y)- BHo(W)- 'caedere', set up in no.
41, seems reflected in Pali pari- bhunjaii (no. I5I) 'putat,
Av. bunj- 'to save' may be explained by
purgat' (no. 25).
no. 22.
Base KO(w)bends, humps'.
'contracts,
I47) kuicate
'to
NKno.
flectere'
+NEII9)
strike, beat'
/
(cf.
'frangere,
(F. 3.).
See no. 22.
148) frnthati 'loosens'.
n-form in Lith. smunki 'I slide'.
149) muncdti 'loosens':
Bases S)ME(Y)- / SMO(W)- 'to cut' (no. I 2) + NEK-/-NK- (see
no. 147); cf. Lat. macus 'screatus'
(see no. I20).
M".
150) unad- 'to moisten':

cf. Lat. unda 'wave'.
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Base o(w)-/ou(w)- 'water'+ Base NED- in Skr. nadt ' river'
(C. y.), which, pace Uhlenbeck, I do not separate from Goth.
natjan 'to moisten'.
v-y-p4 ' moist'
avdnis 'flumen '
uvidus ' wet'

Skr. (Lex.) aoas ' aqua' Skr. oghas/dughds' flood'
uamor' water'
f-d-w p 'water'
Skr. a-d-bhyds ' vaaau'

151) Pali pari-bhunjali' cleanses'. See no. 146.
152) fundhati ' purifies' (cf. no. I69).
Base KOW-(DH)- (cf. no. 119) 'to cut'+NEDH-

(see C. y., and

cf. Celtic *snoudo 'dripping').
153) sincdti ' pours'.

Base SE(Y)-/SO(w)- (no. I5) 'to cut'; meaning developed as
in Eng. sheds, spills (no. 27). Cf. Lat. sacus 'juice', formed like
macus (I49).

N".
I54) prn.dkli 'mixes, fills'.
Base S)PER-(K)- 'ferire' (no. 35), akin to S)PEL-, no. 27, +
NEK- 'premit' (F. /.).
55) Gathic Av. minas- 'm i s c e r e': n-form in A-yvvoa.
Base S)ME(Y)- (no. 12) 'to beat, mix'+ NEK- (F. 3.).
O/.

156) INADH- ' to kindle'.
The base is usually written AYDH-, but AY-DH- is a complex.

/ 6(w)-s- (cf. nos. 42, 45).
Y:(v)-sSkr. if-takd ' b a c k-stein, terra c o t t a'
ar-i-dus 'burnt' (a
=d )3

Lat. zs-tus ' burnt'
Skr. dyas' copper' (= bright)

E(Y)-G- / 6(W)-GaiyX,q ' shine, glitter'
Skr. agnz's
" aktdus'gloaming'

ignis ' fire'
Lith. ugnis
aKTcf' beam'

The other component base would be NEDH- 'to bind' (A. y.)

which, to be sure, has nowhere the sense of 'kindle', but cf.
alrri 'fastens, an s t e c k t, kindles'.
1 Note the semantic equation Skr. mddati ' rejoices ': Lat. madet' is moist '=
Skr. avdti ' rejoices': avdnis 'stream'. There is a notion of rejoicing in the
modern use of humour.
2 Note the corresponding a/u mutation in yvidof 'dampness': madet 'is
damp'.
3(?) assus from *ar-d-tus like
prosus / pr6rsus.
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Was there a weak base IDH- 'to split', rhyming with WIDH(see no. 36)? The Greek forms iL6s 'straight' (but see no. IoI),
IOcv' 7vy'7 (:f ungil) might belong to it.
Here also idoneus
'aptus' (see no. 95) and (?) iduare ' dividere in lingua etrusca'
(Macrobius, Sat. i. 15. 17), gdhate 'flourishes' (cf. no. 41).
P/t.
157) RNADH- 'to flourish'. See no. 96.
Bases ER-(DH)- 'to burst out, bloom, flourish'+NEDHSkr. sar-naddhas "schwellend "-of a bud).
158) vinddti 'finds': see no. 36 and G. '.

(cf.

Q"
I59) bhundj- 'to enjoy, eat': Lat. fungitur
'performs' perhaps belongs here.
Bases BHE(Y)-(G)- /BHo(w)-(G)'to split; break, bend; eat',
belonging with BHE(Y)- 'to strike' (nos. 14, 41),
b,hdjati'divi d e s, s h a r e s'
'ayeiv edere '

bhandkti ' breaks' (no. I24)
bhujdti' bends' (nos. 146, 159)

+ NEG- 'to eat ' (cf. vcyaXa B. 3.).1

R".
i60) rnj- 'to direct, stretch, attain': n-flexion in Opifyvva
'reaches, stretches out, extends'.
Bases ER-E(G)- (see no. 96) ' to strike, strike out for '+ NEG(H)'to thrust' (B. 3.). This group might have been put under P";
or, in view of opiyreTa 'grasps at, desires', under S".
S".

See no. Io8.
I6I) irmpdti' sich sattigt'.
T". a.
162) taMhsdyati' shakes'.
Bases s)TE(v)-/STo (-W)- in no. i Io; S)TEM- (in no. 87, fn.) +
various other possibilities-s-, cf. telum 'spear', from-among
TEMSLOM,lemere 'hastily' (cf. temerat 'violates'), tensa 'vehiculum', (?) tem-o 'shaft, pole' (of a wagon), (?) tonsa 'oar'; cf.
ton-d et' clips, shears'.
1 Stokes (1. c. p. 191) refers 0. H. G. nagan 'to gnaw' to a Celtic base neg(= NEGH-). The Germanic cognates (?) in kn- gn- may be due to contamination with the base mentioned in G. C.,and no. 63.
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T". 8.

163) sindati 'sedet'.

Base

SE(Y)-D-

(no. 15) with "infix"

nasal flexion.
T ". C.
164) Av. AinaO-'docere', (no. 112).

I compare Skr. 2 */ci1 'notes, observes', V/cint 'putare', to
which ti-nao- seems to be a sort of causative. Was the base
(no. 19),
(S)K(H)E(Y)and 8dLKvvL(no. Io8)?

developing, on the lines of puto (no. 25)

165) Av. iinas- 'docere'.
This verb doubtless formed an association group with no. 164.
It is probably-in spite of the shifting of the guttural-cognate
with Skr. fasti 'teaches', fisyas 'docendus'. I set up a base
KE(v)-(S)- 'caedere' (see no. 1I9).
This base appears in Skr. f&hsati 'recites, praises' (from
KE(Y)M-S/, with the development of meaning shown in T. e.
above. Moreover, some primitive ideographic form of writing by
scratches would have supplied a connection from 'scribere' to
'legere',

and on to 'Xiyev '.

In short carmen (from *casimen, cf.

Ca(s)menae) was 'scriptum'2 before it was 'lectio'.
Cognate

with KE(Y)-S was KE-N- in Lat. canit 'sings',

and

KEN-S- in censet 'thinks'.S

T". ,. To salve, smear, adorn.
The notions 'to salve, smear' may have come from a nominal
in L., fn.-or from a verb, as in Germ.
source-derived as 8r,6o's
streicht, Eng. strikes, both of which mean, in certain connections,
'to smear, rub'. The notion 'to adorn' is illustrated by Pingere
' s t i c k e n, to embroider, to paint'.
I66) ANAJ- 'to smear with butter': n-form in Lat. unguit.

The method of reducing milk to butter is by a violent 'shaking'
or 'beating', (cf. Fr. batire 'to churn') and the result is a
'solidification' or 'congealing'. Either sense might develop
from the base E(S)NE-studied in p. above (cf. particularly B. and
F.). I derive a base ONGW- 'butter' from the base ENEGH- 'to
strike, pierce.' Words meaning 'cream' and 'butter' also
1 Ultimately = I ^/ ci 'to
gather', cf. Eng. Igather which verges on a verb
of perceiving: cf. tkyo ' I gather, read, talk ' (so Prellwitz, s. v.).
2 The sort of
writing I have in mind is that described by Mason, 1. c. pp.
194-195:

cf. also auiara

4vypai,/ypa&aq Ev nivaKt-6v/ioO6pa

3On this group, see Am. Jr. Phil. 25, I78.

7ro?2d (Z. I69).
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mean 'churn' (see Schrader, 1. c., s. v. Butter); add Skr. mgdas
'fat' in no. 30 ?
167) limpdti 'smears': n-form in Lith. limpu 'haeret' (T. 0).
Base s)LE(Y)- 'st r e i c h e n' (no. 2):
h-mus ' mud'

Lat. linit' smears'

With p- determinatives:
Zir'oc'fat'

a.-iueLt 'salves'

With vowel of different color, and with meaning 'slick, shiny,
bright' (seeJ.?):
' foam'
Rtdf7r71
iafr'p6( ' bright'

R;drr' mud' (= sticky)
limpidus ' clear 1

Very interesting developments of meaning (see no. 14) obtain in
Germ. bleibt ' m a ne t' (no. 12)

lebt ' vivit' (no. 41)

pimifdti 'adorns'.

i68)

Cognate

with

7ELKE

'shears,

scratches'

and with

rKcKpof

'cutting,

sharp, b i t ter'. Original sense was 'pricks, stipples, tattoos', cf.
With a different determinative, pingit 'paints'
7roK,SXos
'spotted'.
(see T ". ~) and pungit
Base PE(Y)-/PO-(w)-

'pricks'.
'caedere'

nos. 25, 41, 5I, I02.

This base is particularly instructive because of the a (see h.)
in com-dpges 'joint', Gr. y7ryvvar'pegs, nails' (:Lat. pf. pegit
'fastened',

pzgnus-from

PEY-G- -'compact',

that show the correlation of 'split>
other base is NEK- (B. 3.).
I69)

_imbhati

'adorns':

<splice'

in no.

14), words

(see L.).

This is no. 152, with a different

The
root

determinative.
T ". .

To sift.

The development of this notion from a verbal source has been
seen in nos. 25 and i above, it is a process of 'cutting, separating'. But the special sense 'to sift' may be denominative and
come from a 'sifter' - either of the perforated type, or of the net
type (see Schrader, 1. c., s. v. Sieb).
170) vindkti 'separates, sifts': no n-forms of clearly related
meaning.
Base wE(Y)- 'to split > < splice' (see no. 36).
'The lexical citations give the sense of 'pellucid, diaphanous', but the
gloss limpidat' oblimat' (=cleanses by scouring?) throws back curiously to
the original meaning.
2Skr. vt-ti 'strikes, strikes out for, chases, seeks' exhibits much the same
meanings

as bpEyerat, no. I60.
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If vi- is a nominal element, vindkti means 'per cribrum
premit', -nak-, cognate with gEae 'pressit' (see F. i.), supplying
the verbal element.
Cognate with vintkti are Lat. vincit 'beats' (= conquers) and
vincit 'binds' (WE(Y)- + NEK- in nectit); (?) viget 'bursts
forth, grows' (see no. 4I).
T." o. To leave.
If Lat. cedit (no. ig9) 'withdraws, leaves' had reached the
transitive value of 'leaves' =' deserit' we should have a perfect
illustration of the passage from 'caedere' to 'linquere'. Fr.
laisser (= laxare 'to loosen') shows the possibility of development from 'cuts loose, loosens' (see no. 2); and laxus 'loose'
belongs with X?ye, 'ceases, leaves off'. The correlated notion
ceases has been already noted in 7ravet (no. 25), cf. Goth. af-

taurnan (no. i). The correlation of 'leaves, abandons' with
'splits, cracks, gapes' is exhibited in Skr. jahati (no. I26).
We may note locutions like ru mpe moras 'cease delays', and
'breaks off'=forsakes.1 The nominal idea would derive along the
lines 'scraps, b r o k e n meats, leavings'. Schleicher gives Lith.
skalsls (cf. no. i ) 'refraining from, giving up, leaving' the
etymological rendering " ver s c h 1a g sam ".
171) rinakti'leaves': n-form in Lat. linquit.
Base LE(Y)-/L6(W)- 'to cut' (nos. 2. 141).
2ei-Tr-ei'leaves'
Xayap6 ' loose'

tif-ye 'ceases'
languet ' faints'

The second component is NE-K- 'to cut' (B. 3.) which here
(by analogy of its opposite SEKW?)appears as NEKW-,cf. linquit

> < sequitur.2
172) finasti 'forsakes, abandons':

no n-forms.

Base KE(Y)-(S)-'to cut' (no. i65).
Skr. fdsati 'cuts'
Kiarr/' chest' (=' trough', no. 2)

castrat4

Kear6?' pricked'
casa 'hut'3 (cf.' dug out')
castellum ' c 6tiy ' (cf. casa)

"
1 But the other
day I heard a cabman say the clouds break off" (= cease).
2 This statement
tacitly assumes that LE(Y)- LI-NEKw-and LE(Y)-Kw-were
all in contemporary existence.
3 With dialectic -s-? Sacred word in the
phrase 'casa Romuli'; or is s
retained by association with castra, cas-tellum?
4 Which
might come from S)K(H)E(Y)-D- (no. 19), cf. cassis ' cudo' (no. IIg),
casses '66Xoc'(no. 12).
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The o(w)- grade, without s-, in cOs'whetstone', cautes ' s c a u r,
schneide'

(no.

2),

K$VOS'cone',

the R(Y)-

caneus 'wedge';

grade, without s, in Av. saenis 'point', Skr. fdnas 'cos'.
The component base -NES- in B. e.

IV. The Sanskrit 8th or u-class verbs.
K tt

173) hanodi'schligt'.
Base GWHEN-/GwHN-,

derived

from GHE(Y)-

(no. I26).

174) ksandti 'injures'.
Base KpEN-/KpN- in KTrY1, KTrave'necabit', ultimately derived
from KpE (Y)-, attested in grade forms by Krj-pa ' possession',
sIcdErat 'gets possession'
(meaning as in P.); by Kcr-Xoc 'tame',
i. e. 'broken, tamed by beating' (cf. Homeric KTrXoS'ram'=
'
and
'striker, aries' and KrLXa ad hatched-i. e. broken-eggs');
It is indeterminable
by KrTvvvLI (? for *KTr-avvpU, see no. 2) ' KTErL.
whether Krlvcohas an original diphthong or comes from *K7vyW.

There is no good reason, either, if the long diphthong be admitted,
for separating ksanoti from ksinati 'destroys' (no. Io),save to
provide a Sanskrit cognate for qOlvEL
(see 175).
175) *g?hanu- 'minuere' (no. 12); see Keller 1. c., p. 203.
Gr. qO,ovos'envy,

grudge'

is a cognate.

The semantic relations of qdo'vos, which we may define by
'nocentia',
specialized as 'invidia', and of 8oopa 'n ex, pern ic ies' render probable a structure symbolized by writing q60'-vo-s
I would, therefore, set up a base, GwdHE(Y)- 'to cut
9oo-p-d.
oioiaT
small, hurt, seek to hurt' attested by qBi-v?e 'consumitur',
'consumet',
q8ei-pa, (if not from *qO?ep-yeL, cf. no. 174) 'consumit'.
L '"
176) landti

'stretches';

cf. tenu-is

'thin',

arevos

'narrow',

pre-

'sinew'

( 5),

sent-stem derivatives.
It is generally

assumed

that cognates

like

revwv

Skr. Idntus ' thread, string', lantram 'loom, thread, warp' derive
But the converse may be true,
from the sense of 'stretching'.
0. B. peti
cf. Goth. spinnan 'nere', Lith. pznti 'plectere':
'spannen' (?). I posit a base s)TE-N-'spinnen, spannen ', derived
from s)TE(Y)- in Latin 'sub-t--lis' 'fine spun', sub-te-men 'yarn,
thread' (if not from *-texs-men), tI-la 'warp' (if not from *texsderived from std- 'to
ld). In view of Lat. stamen-currently
thread'
is
not a certain cognate;
stand upright'-(-rry-iov,
'warp,
but raT-vta 'band,

fillet'

[from

s)TaI-]

really

makes

for a base
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sew, plait, bind; spin, stretch' (cf. Irporaw,l
S)TE(Y)- 'sticken-to
'in front of' with protinus 'forward'. For S)TE(Y)- 'stecken',

with various root determinatives, the following evidence may be
adduced (see also no. IIo, and the references there):
Lat. tinea ' moth'
ar6--vf 'point, claw' 2
arettet6v 'axe-handle'
' c a u d ex' (i 9)
areXLeXoc
ar,6-,tf ? d o Kif (no. I 8) v;Uivr
Y2r-v-ta' April-fooling'

(?) Skr. talakas ' poisonous insect'
rTv6eS/rTvO6et 'eats' (Q.)
Lat. stiv-a ' plough-handle'
Skr. tiv-rds 3 ' sharp, violent'
aorj-ptiy' furca'
(?) ar6.-p-o 'abuse'

In no. I60 Opiyethas been defined by ('strikes), strikes out for,
reaches out (for)' [i. e. stretches], and this definition is applicable
to cognates of tanoti. To be sure, the notion of 'stretching' is
more generalized in tanoti than in op;yE, but so in the German
trades is reckt 'stretches' much more generalized than its cognate
opeye,. For the sense of'strikes'

we may also plead tenet' holds,

obtains', with meaning as explained in P. Further, Skr. tan's
may be etymologically defined by 'c o r p us' (see no. i i).
M."'
177) dhdnutar- 'flowing, running'.
The base DHEN- is derived from DHO(W)-

in dhdvati 'flows'

(no. 54).
P.,,,

178) vanodi 'wins'.

Base WEN-extended from wi(v)- ' caedere' (nos. 36, 88).4
179) sandi ' wins'.
The base SEN-/SN- derives from SE(Y)- 'caedere' in no. 15.

S."'
I8o) kanu- 'to long for'.
For this base Keller (1. c.) cites Avest. Uinva/ 'cupiens',cognate with Skr. cdna-,-cinman 'love'. The base was KwEN-,
extended from KwE(Y)- 'cupere', found, with an s-extension, in
Lat. quae-r-it 'cupit' (from KwaY-), in cura (archaic coira, cf.
a base KWoY-S-)'care'; rle
Paelig. coisatens 'curaverunt',-from
'honor'
look
like cognates:-rTVet
'cherishes, honors', TiAt
1 Cf. tineae omnia c a e d u n t, Lucilius.
2 Cf. 6vvw.
3In stzv-a, tzv-rds I see the gradation of Skr. ntv-is, in f. above.
4Meringer, 1. c., p. I82, defines WEN- by (i) ackert, whence (2) 'verletzt,
schlagt, siegt'. I would but invert his temporal order.
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' exacts a fine' may have developed on the lines of the locution
'aestimat litem', while T-xi is well defined by aestimatio (I)
'honor, esteem', (2) 'assessment of a fine'. Also add
Lat. comis ' loving, courteous'

Skr. kimas 'love'

from a base Kwo(Y)-

18)

T.'" C.
manoi ' thinks '.

See no. 62.
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